
Alevate
The agile, adaptable, and secure  
B2B cloud solution suite



87% of companies 
already use or are 
planning to implement 
cloud solutions

Alevate

Alevate is the only agile, adaptable, and secure cloud 

solution suite covering all corporate finance processes 

such as order-to-cash, procure-to-pay, treasury as well 

as data and document management. It is available  

as a public, private or hybrid cloud. Alevate integrates 

easily into existing IT infrastructures delivering the 

centralized data and cash visibility needed today.
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Trending: cloud technology

Cloud-based software for finance, treasury and IT is positioned to solve the 

key challenges that companies face today and in the future. Cloud solutions 

overcome the challenges caused by several applications and system 

environments, enabling finance departments to centralize financial 

processes and data across complex corporate structures. According  

to Gartner Inc., global investments in public cloud software will rise to $221 

billion in 2019 and a survey by KPMG in 2018 stated that 87% of companies 

already use or are planning to implement cloud solutions. 

Is the cloud in your future, too?

Do a quick check: What main challenges 
does your department face?

If you can check any, cloud-based software could be a good fit for your finance, treasury and IT. 

Fraud risks

Inefficient processes 

Outdated technology 

Lack of cash visibility 

Complex IT infrastructure 

Long and inefficient IT projects

High security standards 

State-of-the-art technology

Centralized view and control 

Easy integration with ERPs and legacy systems

Fast implementation, quick & easy upgrades

Intelligent process automation 
to reduce manual workloads

Compliance requirements GDPR compliance

Challenges Solutions
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Alevate solves  
your challenges  

Alevate is our cloud-based B2B solution suite. It provides 

companies with an agile solution that fits into current  

and future IT infrastructure strategies. Whether deployed 

through a public, private, or hybrid cloud, Alevate provides 

the highest degree of solution flexibility while still 

delivering complete security and control of sensitive data. 

Alevate solutions can be easily augmented with Serrala’s 

Managed Services, a uniquely efficient microservices-

based approach. You can leave back-office operations  

to our Serrala experts who perform operational processes 

and tasks on your behalf. This allows you to focus on your 

core business. Plus, you benefit from even greater agility 

and from the possibility to quickly adapt to changes,  

to add new capabilities, and scale complex processes 

globally to your individual requirements.

Alevate solutions 
are ideal for

• Achieving centralized visibility into and control over

data

• Staying on top of technology trends and managing

the move towards the cloud step-by-step with

a scaled approach

• Moving fast and benefiting from a quick installation

• Controlling internal budget with a subscription model

and scalable cloud-based software

• Automating your processes

• Maximizing security and compliance of your finance

and treasury processes and associated data

• Smooth integration of new entities, banks,

accounts, etc.
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Alevate – optimizing your Universe of Payments  

Alevate is the agile, adaptable and secure cloud solution suite empowering  

you to optimize your Universe of Payments. It is unique in that it covers all  

corporate finance processes such as order-to-cash, procure-to-pay, treasury 

as well as data and document management.
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Features & Highlights: 
what’s in it for users? 

• Fast and flexible integration of all your legal entities

into one system

• Central transparency and control of cash flows across

your enterprise

• Easy and secure connectivity with standardized APIs

• Out-of-the box solutions easily adapted to your

individual needs

• Flexibility and scalability – public or private cloud,

hybrid models

• Intelligent automation increasing process efficiency

and security

• Best practices built on experiences of thousands

of global customers

• Increased agility by leveraging managed services

for specific process pain points

• Compliant with data privacy regulations such as GDPR

• Certified and proven vendor

• High usability with modern dashboard views

• Mobile and web access enabling 24/7/365 capability

83% of companies 
rate cloud security  
as good as or better 
than on-premise.

Alevate Mobile App:  

High usability with modern 

dashboard views
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FAQ’s:

How secure is the cloud? 

As the KPMG Cloud Threat Report 2018 has revealed, 

over 83% of companies said that on-premise 

installations suffer as many as or more breaches  

than their cloud-based counterparts. The reason may 

be that cloud vendors have the specialized resources 

and experience to stay ahead of cyber threats. 

Companies benefit from best practices of which are 

incorporated into cloud solutions. In addition, security 

patches to protect software from cyber-attacks are 

much easier to deploy with cloud solutions. 

When it comes to the cloud – what about data 

protection regulations like GDPR? 

Such regulations are actually made for the digital era. 

To be sure that they are adhered to, look for certified 

providers – e.g. for ISO 27001 – that are compliant with 

privacy regulations. 

What if I still have several systems running 

on-premise, will I still be able to use them?  

Moving more and more business to the cloud is one 

of the main trends for corporates. Key financial 

processes will still remain on-premise for quite some 

time. But there is no contradiction: you can easily 

combine cloud solutions with on-premise systems. 

Using a hybrid cloud setting you can benefit from 

multi-ERP capabilities, a centralized view across all 

enterprise systems, secure end-to-end processes,  

and scalability to individual requirements.

Case Study:  
100% data security 
in the cloud

A major savings bank with 450+ branches 

offering a portal to their clients is using 

Alevate to achieve secure processes for their 

entire banking set-up. Alevate enables them 

to store all data centrally within one 

database. With data protection mechanisms 

it is ensured that none of the individual 

branches can see the data of the other 

banks in the group. Client data are 100% 

secure and protected. 

Alevate – overview of modules

• Alevate Payments –   TMI Award 2018 – Best AP Solution

• Alevate TMS

• Alevate Archiving

• Alevate AP – NEW in 2019

• Alevate CashApp – NEW in 2019

Further Information: serrala.com/alevate
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Serrala Brings 
Clarity to 
Complexity
Serrala is a global B2B fintech software company. We optimize 

the Universe of Payments for organizations that seek efficient 

cash visibility and secure financial processes. As a SAP Partner, 

Serrala supports over 2,500 companies worldwide with 

advanced technology, intelligent automation and personalized 

consulting. Our comprehensive end-to-end portfolio 

automates inbound and outbound payment processes as well 

as the management of related data and documents.

With offices in Europe, North America, Asia and the Middle 

East and over 600 employees, we are proud to be a trusted 

solution provider to customers of all sizes and in all industries.

http://serrala.com



